Instructions for 50th Reunion Personal Page

The Personal Page consists of nine (9) text or picture boxes counting left to right, top to bottom. Instructions for each box are provided below.

Box 1. Your Hullablloo picture will be placed here by the University.

Box 2. Insert a picture of you, you and your spouse, or you and your family. Try to keep the digital size to less than 1 MB. Where it says title replace with a very short description in 12 pt type

Box 3. Fill in the information using 14 pt type. Preferably Times New Roman

Box 4. Fill in your degrees and family information using 12 pt Times New Roman. You can move the headings depending on where you need the space, but try to keep your data within the box.

Box 5. Enter your opinions or favorite memories as appropriate using 12 pt type.

Box 6. Enter a brief synopsis of your career using 12 pt type.

Box 7. Enter a picture as you desire, career related would be good. Please Keep to less than 1 MB. Replace the words title with a brief title.

Box 8. Enter your personal highlights for the past 10 years. Again use 12 pt type.

Box 9. Enter another picture, related to the last 10 years would be good. Again, replace the word title with a brief title